There remains little to reject the
conclusion that 10 ml.kg-1 .h-1
crystalloid during surgery or
neutral fluid balance may be as
effective as ODM-directed
colloid therapy in a modern UK
hospital [47, 48]. Furthermore, to
be a valid physiological construct
the results should be replicated
with other monitoring devices
and it is fanciful to suggest the
ODM is the only device that may
be capable of detecting volume
responsiveness

No safety data for colloids.
Crystalloids safe & effective.
Additional cost of starch to
NHS estimated at £4 million
per annum.

! using
LiDCO
Patients more than 55 yr of age were eligible for the trial if their oxygen
consumption at anaerobic threshold was <14 ml kg-1 min-1, thereby
excluding the lowest risk patients.
Haemodynamic optimization protocol
Haemodynamicvariables were measured via a LiDCO Rapid monitor (LiDCO,
Cambridge, UK). A 250 ml bolus of HOF was administered using a 50 ml
syringe and the stroke volume response recorded. If the stroke volume
increased by more than 10%, the bolus was repeated. No further bolus was
given once the stroke volume failed to increase by more than 10%. After
induction of anaesthesia, further boluses of HOF were administered during
surgery to maintain a stroke volume variation (SVV) <10%.

HES group
(104)
12 (12%)

Geloplasma required
(after 50 ml/kg HOF)
If yes, volume (ml) 582 (564–
1081)
Blood
20 (20%)

Crystalloid group
(98)
37 (38%)***
565 (302–587)
10 (10%)

565 (302–587)
If yes, volume (ml) 582 (564–
1081)
After the initial bolus of trial fluid, the haemoglobin
level in the HES group

was lower than that in the crystalloid group. There were no other
significant differences in the haemodynamic variables between the two
groups (Supplementary Table S3).
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Crystalloid produces higher oxygen delivery than HES.

Traditionally, clinicians have been taught that crystalloid solutions distribute across the
extracellular compartment but that colloids are maintained intravascularly due to their
molecular size. This led to a perception that three times more crystalloid as colloid
would be required to achieve similar haemodynamic effects.
In this trial, administration of colloid to crystalloid was in a ratio of 1:1.6 implying that
significantly smaller volumes of crystalloid are needed to optimize the circulation than
the three-fold increase that was previously proposed. James and colleagues24
investigated the role of crystalloids and colloids in trauma resuscitation and found a
ratio of colloid to crystalloid of 1:1.5 and similarly, the SAFE study25 demonstrated a
ratio of 1:1.4 when resuscitating with albumin. It appears that the concept of the 1:3
replacement ratio in hypovolaemic patients is obsolete.
Patients in the HES group required significantly more fluid in the postoperative
period. It is possible that the initial ‘oncotic benefit’ of using HES to keep fluid within
the vasculature may be offset by a requirement to give more fluid later as the HES is
degraded and fluid redistributes throughout the extracellular compartment.

